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SUPERHEROES: 
SOUTH OF THE RIVER

Impact Report
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Superheroes: South of the River was a cross arts project 

bringing theatre, martial arts and comic book storytelling 

together to create a new piece of theatre with and for 

young people. Inspired by the lack of representation of 

Black, Asian and Minority Ethnic characters in western 

comic books and films the project explored BAME 

role models, heroes and heroines and diverse cultural 

mythologies and created a new set of superheroes  

for South East London.  

SUPERHEROES: 
SOUTH OF THE RIVER

Photograph by Katherine Leedale
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FIVE TASTER WORKSHOPS 
with Refugee Youth, Young Roots and the Red Cross 
Refugee and Befriending Project.

 
TEN MASTERCLASSES 
using theatre, martial arts and visual arts to develop 
skills and explore the project theme.

ONE VISIT TO A WEST END THEATRE
to see Traces: The 7 Fingers, a circus inspired piece of 
physical performance and acrobatic skills.

THREE PERFORMANCES OF AN INTERACTIVE 
DEVISED PIECE OF THEATRE  
by the participants for friends, families and 
stakeholders. This included an exhibition of the  
art work developed through the project. 

ONE NEW ORIGINAL COMIC 
featuring the art work of the participants.

ONE NEW PLAY CREATED BY  
OLADIPO AGBOLUAJE 
inspired by the project process. 

FIVE WORKSHOP SESSIONS  
developing acting skills and exploring  
scenes from the new play. 

ONE SHARING OF EXTRACTS  
FROM THE PLAY 
performed by young participants and a  
full reading of the play. 

PROJECT TEAM, PARTNERS & FUNDERS
The project was delivered by a Maya Productions Team of nine artists/practitioners and assistants  
(this included a filmmaker who documented the project) and was supported by a youth worker  
from Croydon Early Intervention Support Services and two volunteers from Refugee Youth.

Project Partners included Croydon Early Intervention Support Service, the Zakir Family Centre, 
Refugee Youth, Theatre Peckham, English Touring Theatre and Landscape. 

The project was funded by:

The Teale Charitable Trust and The Zakir Family Centre.

THE PROCESS
Working with a group of young refugees and other local young people in Croydon aged 14-18 the project involved: 

The project also supported the professional development of Assistant Director Victor Rios, through regular 
mentoring sessions and by enabling him to lead the group in the Autumn stage of the project. Two playwrights 
also shadowed our playwright Oladipo Agboluaje, meeting him to discuss the writing process, attending sessions 
during the project and also through the opportunity of a 1:1 with Suzanne Gorman.
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THE PROJECT AIMED TO 
HAVE THE FOLLOWING 
BENEFITS FOR THE YOUNG 
PEOPLE INVOLVED:  
 
HAPPINESS
 
Young people report enjoying arts 
based activities. It provides escapism 
from a difficult and stressful time  
and supports a resilient approach  
to life skills. 

OBJECTIVITY

Heroes and Heroines often have 
to approach problems creatively. 
By removing problem solving from 
the immediate, personal situation 
of participants and turning this into 
an analogy it offers participants the 
opportunity to safely examine their 
own ability to gain/regain some 
autonomy within their own lives. 

RAISING ASPIRATIONS

By asking participants to share their 
opinions, express themselves, and 
identify what’s important to them 
about being a hero, young people are 
offered the opportunity to think about 
issues of integrity and responsibility 
and to place value on being a valuable 
member of a community. 

EMPLOYABILITY

The project will develop skills in 
theatre, martial arts, drawing and 
movement. It will also support 
and develop improved spoken and 
written English, collaborative skills, 
communication skills, knowledge 
application, abstract thinking, team-
building, problem-solving, shared 
discourse, imaginative and  
creative thinking. 
 
CULTURAL INFLUENCE

By feeding their thoughts, ideas 
and creativity into a unique piece of 
theatre that will eventually be seen by 
thousands of their peers.  

PRIDE

The young people will have created 
their own unique superhero 
characters. Sharing this through 
their performance and publishing a 
high quality comic book that can be 
read by family, friends and a wider 
audience will hopefully give a great 
sense of achievement.
 
PATHWAYS TO IN THE ARTS 

The project will demystify the 
theatrical and comic book creative 
process and actively encourage our 
participants to choose the arts as a 
career and vehicle for expression.

COMMUNITY COHESION

Many young refugees often suffer 
from feelings of isolation. In bringing 
together refugee and other local 
young people, we hope to  
support new friendships,  
integration and inclusion.
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DELIVERY OF BENEFITS
 
HAPPINESS

OF PARTICIPANTS SAID THE PROJECT 
MADE THEM HAPPY & MORE CONFIDENT.

It captivated me from the very 
beginning. I could feel their energy, kept 
me smiling throughout the show.  
Audience member

The drama and superhero workshop  
was creative, informative and entertaining. 
I learnt to draw Superhero and Heroines – 
a great deal of fun. 
Taster Participant

It looks as if they really 
enjoyed it, did some good 
team work and learned 
new skills. I think that 
there should be more of 
this type of project.  

 
 
 
Audience member

I thought the activities were very 
stimulating for the young people.  
It was an hour definitely well spent! 
Taster Youth Support worker, Young Roots

OBJECTIVITY

These projects are important as they 
open the young people’s minds to new 
ideas, It also helps them to show their 
hidden skills in an environment which 
appreciates it. It allows young people to 
be creative. 
Youth Support Worker
 

Photograph by Katherine Leedale
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RAISING ASPIRATIONS

OF PARTICIPANTS SAID THAT THEY WERE 
SUPPORTED TO DO THEIR BEST

I learnt that I can do more if I try. This project 
was different as it was drawing, acting, creating 
all in one go. My favourite thing was drawing 
my comic. 
Participant

I was excited because I created a hero,  
and I basically created a story about the hero 
that I made....I was excited to see how my  
skills had improved, and I was excited to see 
how well I could do it compared to when  
I did it in the past. 
Participant

We might have made a profound impact 
on some young people’s lives by giving them 
the tools and the space to practice martial arts, 
comic book storytelling, and drama for the first 
time. They took it and made something beautiful 
with it. I can’t wait to see what they do next. 
Visual Artist

EMPLOYABILITY

OF PARTICIPANTS SAID THAT THEY TRIED 
SOMETHING NEW AND DIFFERENT

OF PARTICIPANTS SAID THAT THEY HAD 
DEVELOPED SKILLS IN TEAM WORK

My favourite thing was doing the superhero 
play acting. I learnt that I can act.
Participant

I learnt how to create characters.
Participant

The young people learnt 
control over their bodies, 
group movement and timing. 
The project supported 
projection of emotions 
through movement. 

Martial Artist 

Photograph by Grace Lindsay
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PRIDE

OF PARTICIPANTS SAID THAT THEY  
WERE PROUD OF THEMSELVES

The project seemed to have a profound 
impact on the young people’s confidence both 
in terms of showing their work and performing. 
Their confidence also grew enormously as 
they increased their communication skills in 
dealing with each other and they built important 
friendships. The social aspect of the workshop 
was hugely rewarding for all of them. They 
had a sense of pride in what they had achieved 
as individuals but there was also a noticeable 
sense that they were a functioning group and 
didn’t want to let each other down.
Filmmaker

PATHWAYS TO THE ARTS

 
OF PARTICIPANTS SAID THEY HAD DEVELOPED 
SKILLS IN CREATING CHARACTERS

OF PARTICIPANTS SAID THAT THEY HAD 
DEVELOPED SKILLS IN MARTIAL ARTS

OF PARTICIPANTS SAID THAT THEY HAD 
DEVELOPED SKILLS IN CREATING A COMIC

OF PARTICIPANTS SAID THAT THEY HAD 
DEVELOPED SKILLS IN PERFORMING

OF PARTICIPANTS SAID THAT THEY HAD 
DEVELOPED SKILLS IN DRAWING

The session was really good. The young 
people engaged well. It was dynamic. They had 
fun and learnt new words and concepts such 
as superhero, role model, comic. It was a good 
balance between acting, speaking and also 
between working in small teams and with  
the whole group.
Taster Youth Support Worker Red Cross

Photograph by Katherine Leedale
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CULTURAL INFLUENCE

It was just awesome. I just really liked 
performing, I liked performing in front of 
everyone. I made like lots of new friends.
Participant

Drawings were amazing as they could 
express themselves with no words and use a 
character to reflect what they would like to be 
and be able to change in society.
Volunteer

COMMUNITY COHESION

OF PARTICIPANTS SAID THAT THEY  
HAD MADE NEW FRIENDS.

It gave the refugees a sense of belonging. 
Youth Support Worker

My favourite thing was making new friends. 
Participant

I don’t want this group breaking up because 
I’ve made lots of friends. 
Participant

The project supported integration as  
they came from different backgrounds and  
also there was a barrier of language which 
I believed was broken with kindness and 
understanding from others. It was nice to  
see them supporting each other. 
Assistant Director

Lovely to see the young people working 
together and not standing on street corners. 
Audience member

FIGURES

38 YOUNG PEOPLE  
ATTENDED TASTERS

31 YOUNG PEOPLE ATTENDED  
THE MASTERCLASSES WITH A  
CORE GROUP OF 9

10 YOUNG PEOPLE ATTENDED  
AUTUMN WORKSHOPS WITH A  
CORE GROUP OF 4
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THE PERFORMANCE
AN AUDIENCE OF CARERS, PARENTS, FRIENDS, FAMILY AND YOUNG PEOPLE FROM LOCAL CROYDON 
REFUGEE GROUPS CAME ALONG TO SEE THE PRODUCTION.

AUDIENCE FEEDBACK

Very creative.

Unique, exciting, fun.

I enjoyed the use of video/
projection, interaction with the 
audience and artwork.

I enjoyed the audience 
interaction and imagination.

 
I thought the art 
work was magnificent

I loved the beginning when  
we were invited to have a go  
at martial art.

It (this project) looks  
very inclusive, diverse,  
chilled, friendly.

I think it allowed young 
people to learn a diverse range 
of skills which is great.

It was interesting to see  
the young people’s own 
characters.

Innovative and inclusive 
creative work with young 
people is extremely important 
for development and well 
being. Really great production, 
thank you!

It was different – never seen 
anything like it... great and 
original. Well Done!

It promotes confidence and 
social skills.

 

Photograph by Katherine Leedale
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Sampling
OUT OF A SAMPLE OF 7 COMPLETED 
EVALUATION FORMS FROM OUR CORE GROUP.

of participants said that they had made 
new friends

of participants said that they were 
supported to do their best

of participants said that they tried 
something new and different

of participants said that the 
project had made then happy 

                   and more confident

of participants said 
that they were proud 

                   of themselves

of participants said that  
they had developed skills  

                   in Creating Characters

of participants said that 
they had developed skills in 

                   Martial Arts

of participants said that 
they had developed skills in 

                   Creating a Comic

of participants said that they had developed 
skills in Performing

of participants said that they had developed 
skills in Team Work

of participants said that they had developed 
skills in Drawing

of participants said that they would like  
to do another project like this

Photograph by Katherine Leedale
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Words used to describe the project

Autumn Term & Playreading Feedback
Mentoring and developing BAME artists and producers is an important element in Maya’s mission and on every 
project. During the Autumn Term, Victor Rios graduated from being Assistant Director on the project to actually 
leading the project over the Autumn sessions. This is his evaluation of that process :

What has been the best part of the project for you?
The best part was being able to shadow the director 
and learn the different approaches she used to work 
and put together the project. I also really enjoyed 
working with the young people and being able to see 
them growing in confidence and creativity.

What did you learn from being an  
assistant director?
I have learned planning, researching, organisation skills 
and mainly dealing with deadlines.

What did you learn from being the project leader 
in the Autumn? How was this transition for you?
I have learnt to put a proposal together, organising and 
scheduling venues and meetings, engaging with young 
people, leading with application forms and evaluations 
and feedbacks. The transition was challenging but from 
what I have learned as an Assistant Director it was 
simple for me to accomplish all that was necessary for 
the sessions in autumn.

Were the mentor sessions with Suzanne  
useful, if so how?
Yes - I have learnt so much from Suzanne and I have 
managed to take the guidelines she provided me in 
the sessions and will eventually use it in the future. 
Learning techniques and strategies to deal with difficult 
situations was great for my learning and development.

Have you developed new skills during this 
process? If so, what are they?
Yes, I believe I have developed my organisation skills, 
creative process and directing skills.

What have you found challenging about  
your role in the project?
I think it was challenging to deal with the young people 
in terms of attendance - it was very important to follow 
and build relationships with them and their carers to 
achieve this and that was something new for me.
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Can you describe one moment that really had 
an impact on the way you work as a theatre 
practitioner?
The change that our work has for the young people 
involved, especially the process of integrating a non-
English speaking participant and having their peers 
understand them, lifting their confidence and opening 
opportunities for them so that they can be able to make 
more friends and develop.

If you were to describe the experience as a very 
short story /poem/ scene – what would that be? 
Once upon a time there was a little bird who was trying 
to learn to fly, but every time he tried to, he would fail. 
His passion to see the sky and feel the wind on his 
wings never ceased, but he needed help in order to 
achieve his goals.

Then one day, a big bird approached and showed this 
little bird how to move its wings the proper way. Day by 
day as the little bird learned from and shadowed the big 
bird, he developed, until after a while he was able to fly 
into the sky and feel the wind on its wings.

But the little bird’s story does not end there. 
Having now learned to fly, the little bird needs 
to develop further and learn to fly safely, eat 
correctly and deal with strong winds and weather. 
The little bird goes on to wonder who else there 
might be that he can learn from and shadow.

Please comment on anything else that you  
would like to.
The experience as an Assistant Director was 
excellent and I felt proud to be able to achieve 
and  represent Maya Productions in meetings 
and work in a way I have not been familiar with. 
Suzanne is a great mentor and I improved my 
confidence and built a DO attitude with her.
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THE FUTURE
The project enabled Maya Productions to build 
new local partnerships that we will continue to 
develop. We were invited by The Brick Box to run 
Superheroes workshops at Croydon’s Ambition 
Festival. Maya’s partnership with Croydon Early 
Intervention Support Service will continue as we 
have been invited to run the project again but with 
two other groups of young people, those with 
learning difficulties and disabilities and a LGBTQ 
group. We are also working with refugee organisation 
Young Roots to pilot running drama workshops on 
a monthly basis with one of their youth groups.

Recommendations include:-

Space and Location: These are really key to support 
the young people’s learning and development. One 
of our spaces was slightly too small for the activities 
that we were running and this had an impact on the 
focus of the group at times. Our space for the Autumn 
was much larger, but harder to reach and therefore 
made it more difficult for young people to get there.

Group Building: It was really important to take the 
time to enable the group to get to know each other and 
find ways of working that were appropriate for those 
with minimal English and for those who first language 
was English. What worked really well was that the 
young people with English as a first language really did 
support the refugees to engage with the exercises.

Time for Art form development: Bringing the three 
art forms together in one project worked really well 
and they all supported the development of each other, 
but often it felt like time was limited. In future, more 
contact hours may support more in depth development 
of each art form.

Strong Partnerships: These were key to the success 
of the project, and in both the Summer and Autumn 
terms, the engagement of participants who were 
supported by other youth or arts workers to attend the 
sessions at the beginning of the terms enabled more 
commitment from the young people involved.

Maya Team At Croydon’s 
Ambition Festival
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Appendices
Recruitment Flyer

Performance Invitation
Programme
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Maya Productions are working in partnership with 
Croydon Youth Arts, the Zakir Family Centre, 
Refugee Youth, Theatre Peckham, English Touring 
Theatre and Landscape. Superheroes: South of 
the River supporters include:

The Teale Charitable Trust,
The Zakir Family Centre

To find out more contact Suzanne:  
07719 780 782
info@mayaproductions.co.uk
www.mayaproductions.co.uk

     @mayatheatre
     www.facebook.com/
     mayaproductionslondon

   Are you 14 – 18?
 Interested in drama, martial  
 arts, comic books, manga?
Want  to create a superhero or 
superheroine with a difference? 

CALLING ALL

Superheroes: South of the River 
is a new youth arts project.

Come along to
The Zakir Family Centre, 
166 St James Road, Croydon, CR0 2UZ.

Mondays from 1 June  5 – 7pm.

MAYA PRODUCTIONS

SUPERHEROES & SUPERHEROINES!
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Maya Productions are working in partnership with Croydon Youth Arts, the Zakir Family Centre,  
Refugee Youth, Theatre Peckham and English Touring Theatre.

Superheroes: South of the River supporters include:-

The Teale Charitable Trust,  
The Zakir Family Centre

2pm & 4pm Saturday 18 July  
at our Super Headquarters: The Zakir Family Centre,  
166 St James Road, Croydon, CR0 2UZ 

A sharing of work  
created by localyoung people  

aged 14 -18 during this cross arts  
project using drama, martial arts  

and comic book storytelling.

Meet Diverse Warriors, Heroes of  
the Earth, and The Hunters – our very  

own new South London Superhero  
and Superheroine teams.

www.mayaproductions.co.uk

To reserve a place please email Suzanne at info@mayaproductions.co.uk or call  
07719 780 782 stating which time you would like to come and leaving your 
contact details. Places are limited so book early.

facebook.com/mayaproductionslondon@mayatheatre

Registered Charity No:1043487;  
Company No:2966878

You are invited to

SUPERHEROES: 
SOUTH OF THE RIVER
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Maya Productions are working in partnership with Croydon Youth Arts, the Zakir Family Centre,  
Refugee Youth, Theatre Peckham and English Touring Theatre.

Superheroes: South of the River supporters include:-

The Teale Charitable Trust,  
The Zakir Family Centre

www.mayaproductions.co.uk

TO FIND OUT MORE ABOUT MAYA PRODUCTIONS  
WORK EMAIL SUZANNE GORMAN AT  

INFO@MAYAPRODUCTIONS.CO.UK 

facebook.com/mayaproductionslondon@mayatheatre

Registered Charity No:1043487;  
Company No:2966878

We are delighted to share some of the work developed 
by our young participants in this cross-arts project 
involving drama, martial arts and comic book 
storytelling. Through exploring role models and  
ideas around Superheroines and Superheroes 

THE TEAM 
SUZANNE GORMAN – PROJECT DIRECTOR,  VICTOR RIOS – ASSISTANT 
DIRECTOR, ALTON BROWN – MARTIAL ARTIST, LIZ GREENFIELD - VISUAL 
ARTIST, OLADIPO AGBOLUAJE – WRITER, ASHTAR AL KHIRSAN - FILMMAKER, 
PIP NASH – DESIGNER, SAM PETHERBRIDGE - DESIGN ASSISTANT, NICOLE 
GRANDISON – YOUTH WORKER, RASHEEDA GUINN – VOLUNTEER SUPPORT 
WORKER, DERAUN-DUVAL HUNTE – VOLUNTEER SUPPORT WORKER, SALIHAH 
AGBAJE AND MATILDA IBINI - WRITERS SHADOWING OLADIPO AGBOLUAJE.

WITH SPECIAL THANKS TO  
CLLR BERNADETTE KHAN, JESSICA HODGE, NAJMA BAWLA-SOLANKI, JOE 
JAKES, FEDERICO RIVAS, MALTE GEMBUS, STELLA BARNES, ANNIE SMOL, 
YOUNG ROOTS AND BRITISH RED CROSS REFUGEE AND BEFRIENDING SERVICE.

A comic book, sharing the visual art created in the 
project, will be produced and a new plaY for teenagers 
inspired by the project process will be written by 
Oladipo Agboluaje.

the young people  
have created their  
own superheroes. 

Safeen Ahmadi
Edvandro Baptista
Samantha Rawson
Alex Sharpe
Li sa Somers
Michael Sookhan
Anthony Stubbs
Klejdi Zakja
Ashleigh Foster-Davies  
(visual art) 

Our Superheroes  
and Superheroines
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Thanks For Reading!

Find out more about Maya Productions:
 www.mayaproductions.co.uk
 info@mayaproductions.co.uk
 mayaproductionslondon
 @mayatheatre

Registered Charity No:1043487
Company No:2966878

Superheroes: South of the River supporters included:-
The Teale Charitable Trust, The Zakir Family Centre
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